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Abstract 
We consider the sequence of fluctuation processes associated with the empirical measures of 
the interacting particle system approximating the d-dimensional McKean-Vlasov equation and 
prove that they are tight as continuous processes with values in a precise weighted Sobolev space. 
More precisely, we prove that these fluctuations belong uniformly (with respect to the size of 
the system and to time) to WO~C’+D)~2D and converge in C([O, T], Wo-(“‘2D)~D) to a Omstein- 
Uhlenbeck process obtained as the solution of a Langevin equation in W0-‘4+2r”.o, where D 
is equal to I + [d/2]. It appears in the proofs that the spaces ~0~c’*n’.2n and ~,~(‘~-L’l).il arc 
minimal Sobolev spaces in which to immerse the fluctuations, which was our aim following a 
physical point of view. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
K~‘J’~~TxY&: Convergence of fluctuations; McKean-Vlasov equation; Weighted Sobolev spaces 
1. Introduction 
The nonlinear partial differential equation (called McKean-Vlasov equation), given 
in dimension d by 
uo = PO? (1.1) 
where uI is a probability measure on [w ‘, has been studied by several authors. In par- 
ticular McKean (1967), Sznitman (1991), Tanaka (1982), LConard (1986) and G&ner 
(1988) have proved that probabilistic methods allow to study the existence and unique- 
ness of a solution of (1.1). The main idea consists in associating with (1.1) the second- 
order differential generator L(m) defined by 
(1.2) 
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where m is a probability measure on Rd, and 
f~[x, m] = J ~(~~~)m(d~), a(x, y) being a matrix of size (d, k); W 
a[x, m] = CJ[X, m]‘Q[x, m], 
b[x, m] = J b(x,y)m(dy), b(x,y) being a vector of Rd. W 
A solution of (1 .l) can be interpreted as the marginal at time t of a solution of the 
following nonlinear martingale problem (Y): in the space C([O, r], Rd) let (X,)rEI~,r~ 
be the canonical process. A probability measure P is a solution of (9) if PO = PoXo-’ 
and if for every real-valued cp E Cl(Rd), 
J 
t dx,) - 4nWo) - W q(X,)ds 
0 
is a P-martingale where P, = P o X,-l. 
The uniqueness of the solution of this martingale problem has been proved by a 
contraction argument (McKean, 1967; Sznitman, 1985) when r~ and b are Lipschitz 
continuous functions. P is characterized as the law of (X,), where (X,) is governed by 
the stochastic differential equation t t x,=x0+ J dx,,P,I d4 + 0 J WG, &I ds. (1.3) 0 
(for B a k-dimensional Brownian motion and X0 with distribution PO). 
The unique solution P of (9) can be obtained as the limit in law of a mean field 
interacting particle system in the following sense: 
For every integer n 2 1 we consider the particle system defined by 
(1.4) 
where (<‘,“)I <iGn is a sequence of Rd-valued square integrable i.i.d. random variables, 
(B’)i2i is a sequence of independent k-dimensional Brownian motions, independent of 
(@‘)iQiGn, and pr is the empirical measure of the system. 
Propagation of chaos for this system has been proved (Sznitman, 1985; Leonard, 
1986) and since the laws of the processes (Xi,“) lGiQn are exchangeable, this property 
is equivalent to the convergence in law of the empirical measures pcl” towards the deter- 
ministic measure P on the path space P(C([O, T], Rd)) (space of probability measures 
on C([O, T], Rd)), i.e. one has a law of large numbers on the path space. 
Our aim is to study fluctuations related to this convergence, i.e. to describe the 
asymptotic behavior of r~” = &(p” - P) as n goes to infinity. For every n, y” is a 
signed measure on the path space, and the first problem to overcome is to find a 
suitable space in which both y” and its limit belong. 
In this paper we prove (Theorem 5.4) that if G and b are sufficiently regular, the 
processes y” converge in law in C([O, T], @2+2D)2D) to a continuous Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process r~ solution in Wo-(4+2D),D of a generalized Langevin equation 
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(D := [d/2] + 1). The weighted Sobolev spaces Wd-“’ we consider here were intro- 
duced by Metivier (1987) and are particularly well adapted to our situation. They are 
defined in Section 2. 
This result gives a precise knowledge of the spaces in which the fluctuations are 
tight and considerably improve the result of Hitsuda and Mitoma (1986). These authors 
obtained that in dimension one, the fluctuations n” are tight in C([O, T], .Y’), where ,‘P 
is a distribution space. They deduced by a usual nuclear argument the tightness in a 
modified Sobolev space HP, but with an unknown regularity level p>4. They require 
moreover a strong exponential moment condition for the initial laws. 
Our point of view is more demanding and is motivated by a physical approach. 
Our aim was to obtain “the smallest space” - in a certain class of weighted Sobolev 
spaces - in which the fluctuations (that we can see as an error term to minimize from 
a physical point of view) evolve. The main difficulty, which explains why Hitsuda 
Mitoma worked in a nuclear space is the following. It is easy to see that q” is solution 
of the generalized stochastic differential equation 
(1.5) 
The operator .Yf” IS a second-order differential operator and is not bounded in a pre- 
cise Sobolev space since it reduces the regularity of the test functions. So a martingale 
approach does not suffice to obtain good estimates for the norm of fluctuations in some 
Sobolev space. In particular it is impossible to apply Gronwall’s lemma, and it is the 
reason why we introduce nested spaces. We use coupling between the interacting par- 
ticle systems and independent particles (introduced by Sznitman ( 1985) and also used 
by Hitsuda-Mitoma) and an Hilbert approach to prove that under a uniform moment 
condition (of order 8D) for the initial laws, if CJ and b are in Ci+o, the processes 
n: belong uniformly in n and t to W0-(1+D)‘2D and we deduce from that the estimates 
required to prove tightness in C([O. T], Wo- (2+2f’)‘D) by using an appropriate Hilbefl- 
Schmidt embedding. It will clearly appear below that the Hilbert spaces W0P(‘+‘1)‘2” 
and w-_(*+2D),o 
0 m which we obtain existence and tightness of the fluctuations have 
the smaller regularity orders and weights as possible, in this class of weighted Sobolev 
spaces. 
This Hilbert approach already appeared in the papers of Ferland et al. (1992) and 
Bezandry et al. (1993) who study the tightness of fluctuation processes related to 
spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equations. In their models, the operator appearing in 
the drift term is a translation operator and then does not reduce the regularity of the 
test functions. 
Finally, we obtain the convergence thanks to a result of Sznitman (1985) who shows 
the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of the field @‘, under a Cz- 
hypothesis for (T and b. Moreover, if we assume the coefficients CT and b in C; “o, 
we characterize the limit process as a Gaussian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process which 
is solution of a generalized Langevin equation in w0-(4+2D)‘D. This part of the paper 
is more classical but allows to describe precisely the space in which the fluctuations 
converge. 
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2. Notations 
- For H a Hilbert space, we denote as usual by C([O, T], H) the space of continuous 
functions from [0, T] into H with the supremum norm. 
- The set of functions of class CP on R2d with bounded partial derivatives up to order 
p is denoted by C:. 
_ The bracket (., .) denotes the duality bracket between function spaces and their dual 
spaces. 
- The real number K denotes a constant number which can change from line to line. 
2.1. Weighted Sobolev spaces 
For every integer j, LX E R+, let us consider the space of all real functions g defined 
on Rd with partial derivatives up to order j such that 
(where ( .I denotes the Euclidian norm on Rd, and if k=(kt,k2 ,..., kd), then k= ~~=I ki 
and Dkg=$g/&~ . ..&I$). Let W/” be the clos ure of the set of functions of class 
C” with compact support for this norm. W/” is a Hilbert space with norm 1) . I(j,r. 
We denote by WO-“” its dual space. 
Let CA” be the space of functions g with continuous partial derivatives up to order 
j and such that 
<+cc 
l im  lDks(x)l ~ = 0 
1x1’~ 1 + 1x1” 
for all k< j. 
This space is normed with 
and Cj,’ is denoted by Ci. 
We denote by M, the dual space of C”sa, i.e. the space of measures p such that 
&d(l + lW>l4(d x < ) + co, where 1~1 denotes the total variation of p. 
We have the following embeddings: 
wd”+&” ’ 
Lf ci,x m>d/2, j30, 0~30, 
i.e. there exists K (that depends on m, j and a) such that 
IISIIc~~~ GKIIgIIm+j,m. (2.1) 
(See Adams (1978), in particular the proof of Theorem 5-4 case C can be adapted 
without difficulty for weighted Sobolev spaces). Moreover, 
wd”“’ y qH.s. W&‘+’ m>d/2, ja0, a>O, B>d/2, 
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where H.S. means that the embedding is of Hilbert-Schmidt type. Thus there exists K 
(depending on m, j, cc and 8) such that 
(2.2) 
(The proof follows the same lines as Theorem 6-53 in Adams (1978) using the em- 
bedding (2.1)). 
We deduce the following dual embeddings: 
A4, L-1 wo-“l’ j>d/2, ct30, 
w-~.x+B c--) W-(m+iLr 
0 H.S. 0 
, m>di2, j>O, ~30, fi>d/2. 
3. Definitions and preliminary results 
For every integer n, we consider the following system of stochastic differential equa- 
tions: 
(3.1) 
where (iri,n)lCiSn is a sequence of independent, identically distributed Rd-valued 
random variables, (B’)iar is a sequence of independent k-dimensional Brownian mo- 
tions, independent of (t”“)i> 1 and p” is the empirical measure of the system, i.e. 
PLn = (I/n) c:=, S,U EP(C([O, T], Rd)). 
We assume: 
Ha: s~pE(~~‘~“~~~)<+c~, where D=[d/2] + 1. 
n 
HI : The functions cr(x, JJ) and b(x, JJ) are in CL+“. 
We first recall that condition Ho propagates uniformly in n and t. The proof of this 
result is very usual. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume Ha, then for curry 7’>0, 
(3.2) 
where X is dejined in (1.3). 
For every integer n, let $ be the fluctuation process defined for every t by 
r: = fi(PL: - pt), 
and let us now introduce the following coupling. Let (Xi)taa, i >, 1 be independent 
copies of X (defined in (1.3)); more precisely (Xl) is solution of 
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where Pt is the law of X,, (Bi)i>l are the k-dimensional Brownian motions given in 
(3.1) and (4’)i>r is a sequence of independent identically distributed (following the 
law ~0) l&-valued random variables, independent of (Bi)i>, . Using Lemma 3.1 we 
obtain fundamental bounds for E[sup,<r IX:” - X;‘14] under the following hypothesis: 
H;: E[~c+ - <’ I41 <K/n2. 
Lemma 3.2. Let o and b be Lipschitz continuous functions and assume Ho and Hb. 
Then 
sup IX)” - Xt14 bK/n2. 
t<T 1 
Proof. Let us recall the proof (cf. Hitsuda and Mitoma, 1986; Sznitman, 1985). Thanks 
to the Lipschitz continuity of cs and b, Schwarz’s and Gronwall’s inequalities, we easily 
obtain, by introducing the empirical measure p of the system (x’), that 
E ( sup IX;,’ - X;l” 
A convexity inequality is not sufficient to obtain a good estimation of the second and 
the third terms of the last expression. One remarks that since the processes (Xi)lqiin 
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are independent and identically distributed with law P, then 
E(~jh(X,I,zY,J)]X~, for all r #J)= CQ[~~,?~], for i #J, 
and then, for J # kl , kz, kx and i # J, 
E((ojjh(X13X;I) - CJjjh[Xi3Psl) (“ih($j,X,k’>) - ffjhlI$t3pTl> 
‘(O,h($i,K\kL) - fljh[x:,P,I)’ (~jjh($~.@) - fljh[Jf:,P51))=0. 
Thus we just have to consider in the third term of the sum the y1 terms of the form 
(o,~~(K;,,Y~) - rr,h[X;‘, P,])4 and the n(n - 1)/2 terms of the form 
(~jh(~,!~x,J)- ~~h[x~,P,])* ~<~,/rCx~~~~$) - ~ih[X,~p\1)2~ k #J. 
But Lemma 3.1 implies that the n first terms give an estimate in l/n3 and the n( n ~ 1)/Z 
other terms an estimate in l/n’. We do the same reasoning for the fourth term. Gron- 
wall’s Lemma finally allows to obtain l/n2 as speed of convergence. 
We now show that $’ belongs to W~-(1+o)‘20 uniformly in n. - 
Let us first prove some inequalities in the same way as in Ferland et al. (1992). 
Lemma 3.3. For every jixed x, y E RBd the linear mappings Dr,,, D,, H, : WisD32’1+ R 
dgfined h? 
are continuous and 
IID~~II- (1+0),20 dKlx - yi( 1 + /x/2o + ]y]2fj), (3.4) 
Il&--(1+1~),20~~(1 + 1~1~~1, (35) 
llHrllL~1+~,,2~~~(1 + 1x1*?. (3.6) 
Proof. Let 43 be a function of class C”’ with compact support on Rd, then 
d Klx - yl(l + 142D)llc41~i+~~,2~ from (2.1) 
< Klx - vl(l + /x(2D + ly12D)#+ll(l+D),2D. 
Then (3.4) follows from the definition of I( // _( [+D),JD and by a density argument. 
The inequalities (3.5) and (3.6) are proved in a similar way. 
Remark 3.4. If {(pp},,~i is a complete orthonotmal system in ,,i’DX2D, we deduce by 
Parseval’s identity and from (3.4)-(3.6) that for every fixed x, y E Rd, 
llDx,ll~ (1+0),20 = c [%dx) -- ~&)I* bKlx - Yi2(l + ixi4” + lb/4D)3 
pa1 
(3.7) 
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lI~x(‘+,),*, = c v;.<x> dK(l + Ix14Dh (3.8) 
pa1 
(3.9) 
Let us now consider the quantities S:(cp), T:(q) defined by 
Clearly 
+I:> cp) = Z(9) + V(V). (3.10) 
Proposition 3.5. Assume Ho and Hb, then ylf belongs to W0-(1+D)‘2D uniformly in n 
and t, i.e. for every T > 0, 
Proof. Let {~p}P~l be a complete orthonormal system in W~+D,2D, then by (3.10), 
(3.11) 
By convexity, 
Since the variables ($“,X;), i = 1 , . . , n are exchangeable we have 
< nK(E( (XtiTn - $I*( I + IXt12nJ4D + IX,’ 140))) by (3.7) 
< Kn(E( IXtl,n - X,’ 14))1’2(E( 1 + jX/,nl*D + IX,’ (8o))1’2. 
Thus, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain 
sup sup E 
n t<T 
< +oo. (3.12) 
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On the other hand 
d KE(1 + IX,‘I”“> by (3.8) 
and 
sup sup E 
n fST 
c+x by Lemma 3.1. (3.13) 
Thus from (3.11)-(3.13) and Parseval’s identity: 
su~su~~(lI~:ll2~,+,~,2,)= 
n t<T 
Remark 3.6. Observe that since 11 /1_(2+2~).0 GKII \(_-(I+L)),~D, we have 
and in particular sup, E(/~~~II~~,+,,,,,)<+x under Ho and H’,,. 
We now study the semimartingale representation of y” and the properties of the n 
operator .Z/ appearing in the drift term. Applying Ito’s formula to (3.1) we obtain 
that q” satisfies the following martingale property: for every cp E Cg( Rd), and every 
t >o, 
WYCP) = (II:? cp) - (‘lno, cp) - I’($> =%%P)) ds,
is a real continuous martingale with quadratic variation 
where 
process 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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and 
Lemma 3.7. Assume He,H& and Hi. Then for every n, the operator 2f defined 
by (3.16) is a linear continuous mapping from Wi2+2D2D into W~‘“~*” and for all 
q E w;+2D,D, 
it%%)tlf+D,2D d KTll(PlI~+2~,~ 
(The constant KT does not depend on n, s d T and on the randomness). 
(3.18) 
Proof. We study the term (P,, E$, a”q/8Xjbj(.,x)). For the other terms, the arguments 
are of the same type. Using the fact that one can differentiate under the integral sign 
and that the derivatives of b are bounded, we have 
~KllVlli+*~,~ J w (1 + lY12D)P,(dY)dKIIcpll~+,,,D, 
since P, has finite moments of order 2D (by Lemma 3.1) and 4D>d. We can observe 
in the above proof the necessity of weights in Sobolev spaces. 
4. Tightness of the fluctuation processes 
We assume in all what follows that the hypotheses Ho, HI, and Hi are fulfilled. 
In this section we prove the tightness of the laws of the fluctuation processes in the 
space C([O, T], W,-(2+2D),D). F’ u-st we prove some preliminary estimates which are the 
technical keys to obtain the tightness. 
Proposition 4.1. The process (M:) is a W0-(‘+D)‘2D -valued martingale, and for every 
T > 0, it satisjies 
Proof. Let {qpp)Pai be a complete orthonoxmal system in W~‘“~‘“. It suffices to show 
that 
> 
< +KJ. (4.1) 
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By Doob’s inequality, C,,, E(~up,,~(M~(cp,,))~) is bounded by 
Then 
sup E sup IIM: 11: 
n l<T 
,,+,,,,D) G Ks;pE [ ;ipr(l + IK’Y’“,] by (3.9) 
< +x (by Lemma 3.1). 
Remark 4.2. Observe that since Wo-(‘-tD),2D cf WO-(2t2n)7u, M: is also a martingale 
in +2+2D),D 
0 , which satisfies 
Proposition 4.3 
sup E 
n I 
< +a. (4.2) 
Proof. Let {$p}pa~ be a complete orthonormal system in W,f+2D3D of functions of 
class Cm on Rd with compact support. We prove the stronger result: 
(4.3) 
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By (3.14) and Schwarz’s inequality, 
Thus, by Doob’s inequality 
(4.4) 
We estimate the second term of (4.4). Let us consider the linear mapping H defined 
from Wlf2D,D into [w by 
H(ICI) = (yl;> ~!“($)). 
By Lemma 3.7, we deduce 
IKyl~~~,““(~))I G ~llul:ll-_(1+0),2011~112+20,0. (4.5 ) 
with K independent of n, s < T and of the randomness. Thus by Parseval’s identity 
IlHII: (2+2D),D = ~(?:~%%h))’ d K211$115(1+D),2D~ 
p>l 
Then 
d K2Tsu~su~E(llr~llk~,+~),2~) n s<T 
< +oo by Proposition 3.5. (4.6) 
Then from (4.4), (4.6), Remark 3.6 and Remark 4.2 we obtain 
and by Parseval’s identity, 
supE sup ))?:&+2D),D sup ~(~:&P)~ <+co. 
n O<t<T O<t<Tpal 
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Proposition 4.4. (i) For every integer 12, the trajectories of the fluctuation process q’ 
are almost surely strongly continuous in WO-(2i2D3,D. 
(ii> For every integer n, the trajectories of M” are &most surely strongly continuous 
in W~(‘+D).‘D, and then in W~-(‘+‘D),D, 
0 
Proof. Let {&},> 1 be a complete orthonormal system in W:+2U.D, then by (4.3) and 
for every fixed n, there exists a positive real number A40 such that 
a.s. 
Let {tm}m~~ be a sequence in [0, T] such that (tm) tends to t when m tends to infinity. 
The majoration of the first term if t, is sufficiently large is due to the continuity of 
the process (y]:,(p), for every cp E Wit2D,D. Thus the mapping t t-) ~7 is continuous in 
w -(Z+ZD),D 
0 
The proof of (ii) is similar. 
To prove the tightness of the sequence of the laws of (vn) in Wo-(2L2D)31), we use 
a Hilbert semimartingale characterization of (q”) and an appropriate Hilbert-Schmidt 
embedding. 
Proposition 4.5. The process @ is a semimartingale in the Hilhert space WOPC2’ 2f”‘1) 
and in this space: 
(4.7) 
Y./‘* is the adjoint of 9;“) My is u martingale belonging to Wo-(‘+D’,2D such thclt 
the Doob-Meyer process ((M”))t taking values in 6v( Wg]‘D.2D, Wo-(‘fD’3”D) is defined 
for every cp, I++ E W0’tD32D by 
((M”)), cp($) = WYcp)>M”($)), 
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Proof. Ito’s formula applied to cp(Xj”)II/(X/‘“) allows us to obtain this decomposition 
if every term of (4.7) makes sense in W, --(2+2D)yo. The integral of the drift term 
makes sense as Bochner’s integral: by Yosida (1966, p. 132) it suffices to prove that 
Jl IJ_&*#1(--(2+2D),odS is finite a.s. This result follows from (4.5) and Proposition 
3.5. 
Let us now recall the criterion of tightness we will use (cf. Joffe and Metivier, 1986, 
p. 35): 
A sequence of (Q”,F;“)-adapted processes (Yn) na 1 with paths in C([O, T],H) where 
H is a Hilbert space is tight if both of the following conditions hold: 
(I) There exists a Hilbert space Ho such that Ho -+H.s, H and such that for all t < T, 
(II) (Aldous condition) For every ~1, ~2 > 0 there exists 6 > 0 and an integer no such 
that for every (y )-stopping time r,, d T, 
sup ~~PfYllYTt~ - YSl,+~l(H>Fl) d 82. 
n>no 0<6 
Theorem 4.6. The laws of (M”),> 1 are tight in C([O, T], Wop(2+2D)3D). 
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 4.1, Condition (I) is satisfied with Ho = Wop(1+D)‘2D and 
H = wb-(2+2W --(2+2D’D since the embedding Wop(1fD)‘2D - W, is of Hilbert-Schmidt 
type. 
Condition (II) is obtained if it is proved for the trace trW-(2+m),D ((M”)). (Rebolledo’s 
0 
Theorem, cf. Joffe and Metivier, 1986, p. 40). 
Let T, E >O and let r, < T be a stopping time. Then for a complete orthonormal 
system { $p}p2 1 in Wi+2D2D, we have 
sup supP(ItrW-(z+20,0 
n>no 6<6 0 
((M”)),8+e - trWO-(2+2D).D ((M”)),n I > ~1 
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The last expectation obtained by (3.9) is finite thanks to Lemma 3.1 and then the 
condition for tightness is fUlfilled. 
Remark. In fact, as it can be seen in the above proof, we can also show the tightness 
of (M”) in C([O, T], W0e(1+2D),“). 
Theorem 4.7. The sequence of the law of (q”)n21 is tight in C([O, T], W,-(*+*“).” ). 
Proof. Proposition 3.5 implies that condition (I) is satisfied with Ho = WO-” tD)‘211 and 
H __ @*+WS, Thanks to Rebolledo’s Theorem, condition (II) for the processes q” 
is satisfied as soon as it is satisfied for both processes & tr,;,. ,I, XI I,( Q(p: )) ds (proved 
in Theorem 4.6) and & _Y”“*qf ds. 
Let T, cl >O and let ~~ <T be a stopping time. Let {I&},~ 1 be a complete orthonor.- 
ma1 system in W02+2D7D, then 
< ;OE 
r,+H 
El J c h;> ~f?~p,,,)’ ds T. p2l 
< 5E 
E: (i 
ant@ 
ll11,“ll’ (1+0),2/J ds by (4.5). 
‘n 
By Proposition 3.5, this last expectation is finite and we finally obtain the tightness 
of the laws of (q”) in C([0,T],~~-‘2+2”‘.D). 
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5. Characterization of the limit 
Sznitman (1985) shows the convergence of the finite dimensional marginals of the 
field n” under the hypotheses Ha and Hr for square integrable independent and identi- 
cally distributed initial conditions with law pe. This result implies the convergence of 
the finite dimensional distributions of the sequence of fluctuation processes. 
We consider more general initial conditions. That requires a new hypothesis Ht on 
the variables @n - r’, more demanding than Hk, which implies the convergence of the 
fluctuations related to (5i,“)1~~~~. 
Hi: E( l$n - t’ 14) < K/n2+a for a > 0 and for every n 3 1. 
Theorem 5.1. Under assumptions Ho,Hi,Ht, the sequence of processes (u”)~~I con- 
verges in law in the space C([O, T],WoM(2+2D)‘D). 
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 4.7 and Sznitman’s result, the convergence is obvious when 
the initial variables are i.i.d. with law PO. We have just to prove the generalization 
to processes with initial conditions (5’3”) rGiGn satisfying the conditions Ho and Ht. 
We introduce a new coupling. Let us consider the sequence of processes (Y4”)tGiG, 
defined for every 1 di <n by t t 
yp = 5’ + s CT[Y,~,“, &‘I dBi + s b[@“, p;vy] ds 0 0 
where p n,Y is the empirical measure of the system (Y”“). Because of our above study, it 
is clear that the fluctuations associated with this system converge in C( [0, 7’1, WoP(2+2D)2D) 
when n tends to infinity. We prove that 
< K/n2+‘. 
Using Lipschitz continuity of cr and b, we have 
(J 
T 
<K E(I$” - [‘14) + E sup Ib[X;“,pL,n] - b[Yf.“,&‘]14dt 
0 s<t > 
(5.1) 
(J 
T 
+E sup lcr[X:n, /$L,nl - o[Y$‘, $‘]I4 dt 
0 s<t 
T 
E(1[‘,“-5’14)+E (J ( sup 1X$” - Y:n:,n14 0 s<t 
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and 
Then Hi and Gronwall’s inequality imply the assertion (5.1), and finally Theorem 5.1, 
since one can deduce from (5.1) that the difference between the fluctuations associated 
respectively with (Yi,n) and (X’,“) converges to zero. 
We give now a simple proof of the characterization of the limit y by mean of the 
martingale property it satisfies, under more restricted conditions on o and h. The first 
theorem concerns the martingale part (M”). 
Theorem 5.2. The sequence (Al”),, r conuerges in law in C([O, T], Wop(2+2u).“) to- 
wards u Gaussian process W w,ith covuriance: 
Proof. We have proved that (M”),, 1 is a sequence of uniformly square-integrable 
continuous martingales, tight in C([O, T], W,- (2+2D)‘D). Then if (M”” ) is a convergent 
subsequence, its limit point # is a continuous square integrable martingale such that 
for each cp E Wt+2DSD 
where 
Let us now identify this limit. The propagation of chaos result implies that (cl”) con- 
verge in law to P. Let us consider a function cp in Wi+2D,D, then the function defined by 
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is continuous. Thus the sequence (F&“)) converges in law to F,(P) when n tends to 
infinity. It turns out that the limit process @ is a continuous square integrable martin- 
gale with a deterministic Doob-Meyer process, so it is characterized as the Gaussian 
process with covariance given by (5.2) and the uniqueness follows. 
We now give a characterization of the limit process r~ as solution of a Langevin 
equation in W0-(4+2D)‘D. We consider the Hilbert semimartingale decomposition (4.7) 
of (y”) and we will find a semimartingale decomposition for the limit values of (y”). 
The difficulty is to close this limit decomposition, i.e. to find a good space in which 
to immerse the limit process and which allows to give a sense to the limit drift term. 
We have seen that the processes q” belong uniformly to Wb-(‘+D),2D and are tight in 
W-(2+2D),D. But we just know that the limit process 4 is in I@2+2D)o. So, if we 0 
want to identify the limit in the drift term, we need to work in W0P(4f2D)o. That will 
be possible if we assume more regularity on the coefficients CJ and b. 
Let us introduce the limit second order differential operator Z”,(~), defined by 
As in Lemma 3.7 we can prove 
Lemma 5.3. Assume Ho, Hi and (r and b in Ct’2D. Then, for every n and s d T, 
the operators ZS, dpfn : WyD,D ---) Wi’2D’D are linear, continuous and 
ii-%(~)ii2+2D,D d Kii(Pii4+2D,D~ (5.3) 
Ile7cp)ll 2+2D,D d KII(Pll4+2D,D. (5.4) 
(K is independent of n, s d T and of the randomness). Since obviously Wo-(2+2D),D -+ 
W-(4f2D)SD, the sequence (y”) also converges to q in C([O, T], Wo-(4+2D)SD) and we 
hive 
Theorem 5.4. Assume Ho, H{ and let a and b in C2+2D. Then the sequence of pro- 
-_(2+gD),D cesses (v”)~~I converges in law in C([O, T], W, ) to a Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process v] solution in Wo-(4+2D)‘D of the following equation: 
J I % - qo - dp,*rs ds =K (5.5) 0 
where W is the Gaussian process of Theorem 5.2 and TX* is the adjoint operator 
of 9s. 
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Proof. We easily deduce from Proposition 4.3 that 
E f<“pT /ML(2+2D)P 
L > 
< +cm. 
and then deduce from Lemma 5.3 that the integral term sd 9,:~ ds makes sense as 
Bochner’s integral in W0e(4+2D),D. By the same arguments as previously, we prove that 
for every function cp in W:+2D,D, 
(5.6) 
where (Mn) is a sequence of continuous martingales which converges in C([O, r], 
W-(4-tzD’3n) to the Gaussian process W defined in Theorem 5.2. Thus to prove that the 
li~,it process satisfies (5.5), it suffices to show that ($, cp) - (vi, cp) - $($!, 9$‘( C/I)) ds 
tends in law (when n tends to infinity) to (rt, cp) - (~0, cp) - $(Q, JZY(p) ds. 
For every cp in W:+2D,D, let us introduce the function Fq defined from c’([O, T], 
W--(4+2D)‘D) into R by F,(a) = ( a,, cp) -- (a~, cp) - $(xs, Yscp) ds. The function F,, is 
c&tinuous and since the sequence (y”) converges in law to y, the sequence (F,(q” )) 
converges in law to F,(q). 
Thus, to prove (5.5), it remains to show that $(Q, .Y/‘cp - Yscp) ds tends in law to 
zero when n tends to infinity. We prove that it tends to zero in L’. From (5.3), (5.4) 
and Schwarz’s inequality, we deduce 
E IKCX: - %)(q)jl d.7 
GE 2f2D),DllW~~ - .%)(v)ll2+20,~ ds 
d J’ ‘WlI~:ll~ (2+20),o))“2(E(ll(~~~ - ~X(PN:+~D.~)“~ ds 0 
d K 
J’ 
f(WY: - Z~)(cp)ll:,2,,))“2 ds> 
0 
where in the last step we use Proposition 4.3. Observe that for every cp E Wo4 ’ 2D,D, 
qcp)(x) = G@ - am) 
d acp + C -_(X)(bj[x,PL,nl _- bj[%P,l) 
j=, axj 
+f p,, 5 a24J ( , -((Ajl(.,x,I*:>P,) -Ajt('>x,K,P,)) i)=, a-Tiaxl 1 
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By definition of the norm, 
We deal only with the last term which is more unusual; for the other terms the proof 
is similar. Using the fact that one can differentiate under the integral sign and that the 
derivatives of cr are bounded, we have 
<K J 1 RBd 1 + 1~1~~ dx J(. d a2q c- Rd j I=, axjax, (Y) “j&r/&> ,41- Q&Y,P,I) P,(G) h=l 
~KII~II:+~D,D J (1 + .11~~) Wd p: &oh&‘. $1 - ~hl[.%P,l) P,(G). I=1 h=l 
We now prove that 
Let (Xl), n 3 i 2 1 be the n independent copies of (X) defined in (3.3). We have 
(~hl[.h~,n] - ~hl[Y,P,l)2 < 2 f 2 (~hdy>X:“) - ~hd.y,~))2 
[ i=l 
+ ; 2 (~hl(y,~) - ‘&lb&l) 2 
i=l )I 
and then 
by convexity inequality and Lipschitz continuity of o 
K 
< - thanks to Lemma 3.2 and to the boundedness of cr. 
n 
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Since E is obviously in M2D and by the same type of arguments for the other terms 
of Ri(cp)(x), we finally obtain that 
and we deduce from it that E($ I ($!, (Lff - .Yy))( cp)) / ds) tends to zero when n tends 
to infinity. 
That was the last step to prove that ~1 is solution of (5.5). 
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